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The program of Mass Transit Development 
and Promotion has subsidized for both of city and 
highway mass transit operators with deficit. It is the 
first time for our government to directly subsidy the 
mass transit operator, including the private one. 
This study focuses on the public and private 
operators of bus transit of Taipei city, and explores 
the economic effects of subsidy for them under the 
existing subsidy system. Firstly, the Translog cost 




respectively for the Public Bus Transit 
Administration (PBTA) and Bus Transit 
Joint-Venture (BTJV), then the equation of total 
factor productivity (TFP), which could reflect the 
subsidy effect, is derived in the study. The previous 
described methods are imposed to analyst the 
economic characteristics and productivity changes 
of the subsidized routes of transit bus. The major 
findings of the empirical study have indicated as 
follows. (1) The operation cost of PBTA was 
decreased in the previous three periods, and had 
been increased gradually in the last three periods. 
Instead the operation cost of BTJV was decreased 
in the last period, and changed significantly than 
these of PBTA. (2) The total factor productivity of 
PBTA was decreased in the analysis period, due to 
the effect of technical changes. The productivity of 
the subsidized route of PBTA had gone from bad 
to worse, and the productivity of large size vehicle 
was decreased more than these of small size 
vehicle. (3) The more the unit of BTJV was 
subsidized, and the more the productivity was 
worse. (4) The productivity of PBTA had been 
decreased more than these of private units. 
Furthermore, this paper suggests that the optimum 
output（i.e. frequency） of operated route could be 
gained based on the concept of minimum efficient 
scale, and also could be regarded as the ceiling of 
subsidy standard by the governmental agency. This 
will enhance the operator to improve their 
efficiency of operation, and make the subsidy be 
allocated more equally.
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           滿足要素價格之一階齊次條件，其
限制式如下：
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係利用 TSP (Time Series Processor)軟
體撰寫校估程式；採Zellner(1962)所提出






















成 本 特 性 ， 即 一 次 齊 次 性 及 對 稱 性
(homegenous of degree one in input prices 
and symmetry constraints)、 非 負 性
(non-decreasing in input prices)、單調性
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